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Compact Trailer
Because of the number of enquiries for a general purpose washing and sewer
cleaning machine for plumbing operations, Hawk designed a new compact
trailer. It is light and narrow and is suitable for cleaning drains up to 150mmØ.
The tank has a float valve for connecting to the mains water supply and with
the petrol powered engines, a low-water level protection switch.
It can be fitted with one or two hose reels - one with a hose, gun, lance and
nozzle, and the other with a longer hose with a drain cleaning nozzle. It can be
towed by even the smallest vehicle.

Air-knife
In the range of air blow-off nozzles, Hawk now has a new range of airknives. Used in conjunction with a blower or compressor, they are
designed to deliver a concentrated sheet of air for removing dust or
liquids especially on conveyors. Over doors they act as air curtains.
There is also a compressed air vacuum nozzle which is used to
transport gasses, smoke and small articles in a pipe. An air blade
ioniser can be used to neutralises static in order to blow dust off
things like plastic sheet in the bag manufacturing industry.

Diaphragm Pumps

Telescopic High Pressure Lance

The ever-popular diaphragm pumps have now been extended with
a bigger pump which will deliver
40 l/min. Available in 12V or 230V
this pump can handle liquids that
plunger pumps can’t and it can
suck to a height of several metres.

What do you do when the surface you need
to clean is beyond your reach?
Scaffolding is cumbersome and
expensive. The new Hawk
telescoping lance is the
solution. There are two
versions; 5,5m and 7,5m.
They have shoulder
straps for easy handling.

The diaphragms are suitable for a
wide range of chemicals at up to
3,5bar.

Staff Corner
We welcome Jackie, the
newest member of our
stores team.
She has already proven
to be efficient with
addressing queries and
solving problems.
All the best Jackie.
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